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The Last Siege

2011-07-29

when emily simon and marcus discover the deserted castle it seems like an escape from the
midwinter snows and their individual loneliness but their occupation of the ruin quickly takes on
a momentum of its own and soon threatens their friendship their freedom and their lives
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The Notorious Scarlett and Browne

2023-04-25
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stroud is a genius rick riordan the now notorious outlaws scarlett and browne are back in their
second death defying adventure and this time it s not just their own lives on the line albert and
scarlett are a formidable pair with his ability to read minds and her way with a weapon no bank
can keep them out and no jail can keep them in but their notoriety may have spread a bit too far
now old enemies from scarlett s past and a sinister new threat from albert s world are boxing
them in and holding their friends hostage to win their freedom the outlaws scarlett and browne
are charged with pulling off an impossible mission and the clock is ticking fans of jonathan stroud s
the outlaws scarlett and browne won t want to miss their next adventure

The Legendary Scarlett and Browne

2025-02-18

the death defying conclusion to the audacious razor sharp and raucous exploits of the notorious
outlaws scarlett and browne from the bestselling author of lockwood co jonathan stroud
throughout their lawless careers scarlett mccain and albert browne have gotten out of trouble by
shooting first then running away now that s no longer an option in this non stop thrill ride of a
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novel we witness albert s return to the terrifying stonemoor prison follow scarlett s search for her
long lost brother see a town besieged by the cannibal tainted and join the final confrontation
against the cruel forces of the faith houses along the way our rebellious anti heros will have to face
up to the secrets of their past and accept the challenge of shaping a better future

Lockwood & Co.: The Empty Grave

2017-09-12

now a netflix series in this spine tingling next book of the lockwood co series the ghost hunting
gang take on terrifying new challenges five months after the events in the creeping shadow we
join lockwood lucy george holly and their associate quill kipps on a perilous night mission they
have broken into the booby trapped fittes mausoleum where the body of the legendary psychic
heroine marissa fittes lies or does it this is just one of the many questions to be answered in book 5
of the lockwood co series will lockwood ever reveal more about his family s past to lucy will their
trip to the other side leave lucy and lockwood forever changed will penelope fittes succeed in
shutting down their agency forever the young agents must survive attacks from foes both spectral
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and human before they can take on their greatest enemy in a climactic and chaotic battle and to
prevail they will have to rely on help from some surprising and shadowy allies jonathan stroud
once again delivers a rousing adventure full of danger laughs twists and frights the revelations
will send readers back to book 1 to start the series all over again exclusive to this paperback edition
a lockwood co short story the dagger in the desk and an illustrated ghost guide

Lockwood & Co: The Whispering Skull

2014-08-28

now a major netflix series ghosts and ghouls beware london s smallest shabbiest and most talented
psychic detection agency is back life is never exactly peaceful for lockwood co lucy and george are
trying to solve the mystery of the talking skull trapped in their ghost jar while lockwood is
desperate for an exciting new case things seem to be looking up when the team is called to kensal
green cemetery to investigate the grave of a sinister victorian doctor strange apparitions have
been seen there and the site must be made safe as usual lockwood is confident as usual everything
goes wrong a terrible phantom is freed and a dangerous object is stolen from the coffin lockwood
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co must recover the relic before its power is unleashed but it s a race against time their obnoxious
rivals from the fittes agency are also on the hunt and if that s not bad enough the skull in the
ghost jar is stirring again the author of the blockbuster bartimaeus sequence delivers another
humorous and chilling instalment in the critically acclaimed lockwood co series stroud is a genius
rick riordan author of the percy jackson series

Lockwood & Co: The Hollow Boy

2015-09-24

now a major netflix series lockwood co might be the smallest some might say shambolic psychic
detection agency in london but its three agents lockwood lucy and george are exceptional talents
and they get results when an outbreak of ghostly phenomena grows to terrifying levels in chelsea
scotland yard is left baffled even more baffling is that lockwood co appear to have been excluded
from the huge team of agents investigating the chelsea outbreak surely this is the perfect chance
for them to show once and for all that they re actually the best in town well that s if they can put
aside their personal differences for long enough to march into action with their rapiers salt and
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iron ghouls and spectres thrills and tension in this third instalment in jonathan stroud s bestselling
series stroud is a genius rick riordan author of the percy jackson series

The Outlaws Scarlett and Browne

2021-10-05

action humor fantasy kicking off a new series with a bang several bangs in fact stroud sends two
young fugitives with murky pasts fleeing murderous pursuers across a fractured future britain
kirkus reviews starred soon to be a motion picture starring phoebe dynevor of bridgerton scarlett
mccain is a shoot first ask questions later kind of outlaw she scrapes by on bank heists her wits and
never looking back she s on the run from her latest crime when she comes across albert browne
he is the sole survivor of a horrific accident and against her better judgement scarlett agrees to
guide him to safety this is a mistake soon there are men with dogs and guns and explosives hot on
their heels scarlett s used to being chased by the law but this is extreme it was only a little bank
she d robbed as they flee together across the wilds fighting off monstrous beasts and dodging their
pursuers scarlett comes to realize that albert browne is hiding a terrible secret and that he may be
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the most dangerous threat of all in this fast paced quick witted whirlwind of a story jonathan
stroud introduces two unlikely allies the outlaws scarlett and browne who are about to become the
most notorious renegades in all that s left of britain

Blaze Of Glory

2017

soon to be a major netflix series lucy has left lockwood co a freelance operative she is hiring herself
out to other agencies agencies that might value her ever improving skills but now lockwood
needs her help penelope fittes leader of the well renowned fittes agency wants lockwood co and
only them to locate and remove the source for the legendary brixton cannibal it s a tough
assignment made worse by the tensions between lucy and the other agents even the skull is
treating her like a jilted lover what will it take to reunite the team black marketeers an informant
ghost a spirit cape that transports the wearer and mysteries involving their closest rivals may just
do the trick but not all is at it seems and it s not long before a shocking revelation rocks lockwood
co to its very core stroud is a genius rick riordan author of the percy jackson series
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Lockwood & Co: The Creeping Shadow

2016-09-15

now a major netflix series when the dead come back to haunt the living lockwood co step in for
more than fifty years the country has been affected by a horrifying epidemic of ghosts a number
of psychic investigations agencies have sprung up to destroy the dangerous apparitions lucy
carlyle a talented young agent arrives in london hoping for a notable career instead she finds
herself joining the smallest most ramshackle agency in the city run by the charismatic anthony
lockwood when one of their cases goes horribly wrong lockwood co have one last chance of
redemption unfortunately this involves spending the night in one of the most haunted houses in
england and trying to escape alive set in a city stalked by spectres the screaming staircase is the
first in a chilling new series full of suspense humour and truly terrifying ghosts your nights will
never be the same again suspenseful supernatural adventure metro put the screaming staircase on
your need to read list rick riordan
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Lockwood & Co: The Screaming Staircase

2013-08-29

a thrilling new case for london s most talented psychic detection agency from the global bestselling
author of the bartimaeus sequence in london a mysterious and potentially deadly ghost is stalking
the halls of st simeon s academy for talented youngsters it lurks in the shadows spreading fear and
icy cold and it carries a sharp and very solid dagger the headmaster wastes no time in enlisting the
help of ghost hunters anthony lockwood lucy carlyle and george cubbins can lockwood co survive
the night and save the day

Lockwood & Co: The Dagger in the Desk

2015-02-09
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Quill & Quire

2006

fall into new york times bestselling author jonathan stroud s bartimaeus sequence in this complete
e book edition that includes the amulet of samarkland the golem s eye ptolemy s gate and the ring
of solomon nathaniel is a young magician s apprentice taking his first lessons in the arts of magic
but after a devious hotshot wizard named simon lovelace ruthlessly humiliates him in front of
everyone he knows nathaniel seeks his revenge through magic he pores over texts and works to
perfect his skills to summon the 5 000 year old djinni bartimaeus but nathaniel may have bitten off
more than he can chew and soon finds himself in a situation more dangerous and deadly than he
could have ever imagined these four spellbinding tales the amulet of samarkland the golem s eye
ptolemy s gate and the ring of solomon invite readers into a brilliantly imagined world that they
ll never want to leave
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the first volume in the brilliant bestselling bartimaeus sequence when the 5 000 year old djinni
bartimaeus is summoned by nathaniel a young magician s apprentice he expects to have to do
nothing more taxing than a little levitation or a few simple illusions but nathaniel is a precocious
talent and has something rather more dangerous in mind revenge against his will bartimaeus is
packed off to steal the powerful amulet of samarkand from simon lovelace a master magician of
unrivalled ruthlessness and ambition before long both djinni and apprentice are caught up in a
terrifying flood of magical intrigue murder and rebellion set in a modern day london controlled by
magicians this hilarious electrifying thriller will enthral readers of all ages
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in the third book of the series bartimaeus nathaniel and kitty must test the limits of this world
question the deepest parts of themselves and trust one another if they hope to survive includes a
preview chapter from the ring of solomon a bartimaeus novel

The Bartimaeus Sequence Gift Set

2020-05-26

in this unmissable collection the biggest names in fantasy reignite the fire of these legendary
beasts with stories that will consume your imagination magical the dragon book has stories from
garth nix tad williams jonathan stroud tamora pierce diana wynne jones sean williams greg
maguire and many others

The Amulet of Samarkand

2011-07-29

this second volume of the brilliant bestselling bartimaeus sequence two years have passed since
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the events of the amulet of samarkand and the young magician nathaniel is rising fast through the
government ranks but his career is suddenly threatened by a series of terrifying crises a
dangerous golem makes random attacks on london and other raids even more threatening are
perpetrated by the resistance nathaniel and bartimaeus travel to prague enemy city of ancient
magic but while they are there uproar breaks out at home and nathaniel returns to find his
reputation in tatters can he rescue it from his machiavellian adversaries in the government bent
on his destruction a thrilling sequel in which the relationship between the young magician and
the djinni remains as teasing and complex as ever

Ptolemy's Gate

2011-12-13

listen then and i ll tell you again of the battle of the rock but none of your usual wriggling or i ll
stop before i ve begun halli loves the old stories from when the valley was a wild and dangerous
place when the twelve legendary heroes stood together to defeat the ancient enemy the
bloodthirsty trows halli longs for adventure but these days the most dangerous thing in the valley
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is boredom he tries to liven things up by playing practical jokes but when one of his jokes goes too
far he reawakens an old blood feud and finds himself on a hero s quest after all along the way he
meets a ruthless thief a murderous rival and a girl who may just be as fearless as he is jonathan
stroud has created an epic saga with a funny unique spin and an unforgettable anti hero

The Dragon Book: Magical Tales from the Masters of Modern
Fantasy

2010-09-30

fans rejoice everyone s favorite wise cracking djinni is back thousands of years before his fateful
service to the magician nathaniel in london wily bartimaeus served as djinni to hundreds of
masters from babylon and ancient egypt to the modern middle east in this brilliant new
installment in the best selling series history is revealed as readers travel alongside bartimaeus to
jerusalem and the court of king solomon for his most exciting adventure yet
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The Golem's Eye

2011-07-29

the british invasion of mesopotamia was initially successful in securing the oil fields around basra
by november 1914 despite evidence of stiffening turkish resistance and inadequate supply lines
which relied solely on the river tigris the expeditionary force was disastrously ordered to advance
on baghdad under the command of the ambitious capable but flawed major general charles
townshend after a pyrrhic victory at ctesiphon in november 1915 the british were forced to
withdraw to kut after a five month siege townshend had little option but to surrender due to
heavy losses and inadequate supplies such was the humiliation and loss of life that the british
parliament ordered a mesopotamia commission to be set up this attributed responsibility and blame
to the toxic combination of incompetent leadership and wholesale military misjudgement this fine
book re examines the circumstances and personalities that brought about such a disastrous and
costly outcome to a classic example of mission creep
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Heroes of the Valley

2009-01-01

strong storytelling and new takes on a beloved fantasy topic result in a welcome addition to the
literature of dragons library journal whether portrayed as fire breathing reptilian beasts or as noble
creatures of power and grace dragons have been found in nearly every culture s mythology now
in the dragon book today s greatest fantasists reignite the fire includes stories by new york times
bestselling authors jonathan stroud gregory maguire garth nix diana gabaldon tamora pierce harry
turtledove sean williams and tad williams as well as tales by peter beagle jane yolen adam stemple
cecelia holland naomi novik kage baker samuel sykes diana wynne jones mary rosenblum tanith
lee andy duncan and bruce coville

The Ring of Solomon

2012-01-24
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how did early modern english people write about themselves and how do we listen to their
voices four centuries later the authors of early modern english lives autobiography and self
representation 1500 1660 argue that identity is depicted through complex subtle and often
contradictory social interactions and literary forms diaries letters daily spiritual reckonings
household journals travel journals accounts of warfare incidental meditations on the nature of time
death and self reflection as well as life stories themselves these are just some of the texts that allow
us to address the social and historical conditions that influenced early modern self writing the texts
explored in early modern english lives do not automatically speak to our familiar patterns of
introspection and self inquiry often formal highly metaphorical and emotionally restrained they
are very different in both tone and purpose from the autobiographies that crowd bookshelves
today does the lack of emotional description suggest that complex emotions themselves in all the
depth and variety that we now understand and expect of them are a relatively modern
phenomenon this is one of the questions addressed by early modern english lives the authors
bring to our attention the kinds of rhetorical and generic features of early modern self
representation that can help us to appreciate people living four hundred years ago as the
complicated composite figures they were people whose expression of identity involved an
elaborate interplay of roles and discourses and for whom the notion of privacy itself was a wholly
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different phenomenon

Betrayal of an Army

2016-10-14

this book traces the events surrounding the 1688 siege of londonderry by catholic soldiers macrory
draws on a wide range of sources to chart the origins of the conflict and vividly recounts the siege
itself stressing throughout the 17th century roots of the problems faced by ulster today

The Dragon Book

2009-11-03

aubrey fitzwilliam is the son of a prominent ex prime minister he s also brilliant at magic but he s
stuck at military school at least he has his best friend george there to back him up george would
follow aubrey anywhere and with aubrey s talent for thinking up impulsive and daring schemes
that will get them both in trouble that s no easy thing to do at a royal hunting party the boys
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discover a golem a magical creature built to perform one task to kill prince albert aubrey and
george are hailed as heroes for foiling the murder attempt but who sent the golem and why
aubrey is far too curious to let the authorities handle this one and he and george start investigating

Early Modern English Lives

2016-12-05

the first volume in the brilliant bestselling bartimaeus sequence now adapted into a stunning
graphic novel format this is bartimaeus as you ve never seen him before nathaniel a young
magician s apprentice has revenge on his mind desperate to defy his master and take on more
challenging spells he secretly summons the 5000 year old djinni bartimaeus but bartimaeus s task
is not an easy one he must steal the powerful amulet of samarkand from simon lovelace a master
magician of unrivalled ruthlessness and ambition before long bartimaeus and nathaniel are caught
up in a terrifying flood of intrigue rebellion and murder set in modern day london controlled by
magicians this brilliant adaptation of jonathan stroud s bestselling novel will enthral readers of all
ages
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The Siege of Derry

1988

essays on cured smoked and fermented foods from the proceedings of the oxford symposium on
food and cooking 2010

Blaze of Glory

2009-04-02

this book contains some 600 entries on a range of topics from ancient chinese warfare to late 20th
century intervention operations designed for a wide variety of users it encompasses general
reviews of aspects of military organization and science as well as specific wars and conflicts the
book examines naval and air warfare as well as significant individuals including commanders
theorists and war leaders each entry includes a listing of additional publications on the topic
accompanied by an article discussing these publications with reference to their particular emphases
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strengths and limitations

The Amulet of Samarkand Graphic Novel

2020-05-28

in der reihe beihefte zur zeitschrift für die alttestamentliche wissenschaft bzaw erscheinen
arbeiten zu sämtlichen gebieten der alttestamentlichen wissenschaft im zentrum steht die
hebräische bibel ihr vor und nachleben im antiken judentum sowie ihre vielfache verzweigung
in die benachbarten kulturen der altorientalischen und hellenistisch römischen welt die bzaw
akzeptiert manuskriptvorschläge die einen innovativen und signifikanten beitrag zu erforschung
des alten testaments und seiner umwelt leisten sich intensiv mit der bestehenden
forschungsliteratur auseinandersetzen stringent aufgebaut und flüssig geschrieben sind

Cured, Smoked, and Fermented

2011
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edward spiers a leading authority on the victorian british army presents here a select edition of
letters from the siege of ladysmith 1899 1900 that have not been seen since their original
publication in metropolitan and provincial newspapers the 250 letters were published in different
british newspapers and provide crucial insights into contemporary perceptions of the battles that
preceded the siege the onset of the siege itself and the desperate and bloody attempts to relieve
the town subsequent efforts to defend ladysmith and to march to its relief became the great
dramatic saga of the early phase of the anglo boer war providing the context for a series of
dramatic battles that embarrassed the empire and destroyed established reputations much has been
written about the failings of the british commanders but it is clear that in no other theatre in the
war were the practical difficulties so real or the stakes so high these letters reflect vividly the
feelings of junior officers and other ranks as they struggled to cope with the demands of modern
warfare these eyewitness testimonies provide first hand commentary upon the events in natal
that shattered the pre war confidence in britain

Gloucestershire Notes and Queries

1887
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Gloucestershire Notes and Queries

1885

this volume explores the topics of military revolutions strategy and tactics both separately and as
they relate to each other it makes important contributions to understanding european warfare in
the early high and especially the late middle ages as well the military transition to the early
modern period readers will find detailed analysis of how technological and non technological
developments interacted to effect major changes in how wars were fought across the period the
evolution and capabilities of the english longbow and of early gunpowder artillery are examined
in depth changes in the tools of war naturally affected plans to employ those tools to achieve
political ends military strategy but strategy was never dictated by technology that point is
illustrated by examinations of english efforts to conquer wales the anglo burgundian alliance of the
late hundred years war and the economic factors shaping medieval conquests in general the nine
studies in the volume have all been published previously but a new introduction shows how they
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fit together particularly explaining how they collectively rebut common critiques of rogers s
controversial thesis that european warfare was reshaped by the infantry and artillery revolutions
during the era of the hundred years war two of the chapters have been substantially expanded so
that the versions printed here should be the ones consulted and cited in the future by scholars of
medieval warfare and military revolutions

A Handful of History

1978

take a visual journey through north africa during the second world war with anthony tucker
jones and ian spring as they chart the path of erwin rommel and his afrika korps through a series
of stunning rare color photographs taken from ian spring s incredible digital archive of over 32 000
original color photographs dated between 1936 and 1946 more than 250 images in rommel s afrika
korps in color offer readers a vivid detailed insight into this german expeditionary force and their
long north african campaign fascinating color photographs of german soldiers weaponry tanks and
aircraft fill these pages and are balanced by the equally captivating and rare photographs of the
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people and the landscapes of north africa renowned author and military historian anthony tucker
jones remarkable text accompanies ian spring s collection of rare photographs together making for
a highly informative and utterly engrossing read rommel s afrika korps in color affords readers a
new way of reading and learning about one of the most unique campaigns in the second world
war and will stay with them long after they turn the final page

Gloucestershire Notes and Queries

1887

a rich wide ranging history of ignorance in all its forms from antiquity to the present day a
seminary coop notable book of 2023 ignorance a global history explores the myriad ways in which
not knowing affects our lives sometimes for good sometimes for ill michael dirda washington post
throughout history every age has thought of itself as more knowledgeable than the last
renaissance humanists viewed the middle ages as an era of darkness enlightenment thinkers tried
to sweep superstition away with reason the modern welfare state sought to slay the giant of
ignorance and in today s hyperconnected world seemingly limitless information is available on
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demand but what about the knowledge lost over the centuries are we really any less ignorant
than our ancestors in this highly original account peter burke examines the long history of
humanity s ignorance across religion and science war and politics business and catastrophes burke
reveals remarkable stories of the many forms of ignorance genuine or feigned conscious and
unconscious from the willful politicians who redrew europe s borders in 1919 to the politics of
whistleblowing and climate change denial the result is a lively exploration of human knowledge
across the ages and the importance of recognizing its limits

Reader's Guide to Military History

2013-10-31

The Scribe in the Biblical World

2022-12-05
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Letters from Ladysmith

2010-11-30
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2021-11-22

Medieval Warfare: Technology, Military Revolutions, and
Strategy

2024-08-06
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Rommel's Afrika Korps in Colour

2023-07-30

Ignorance

2023-02-14
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